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Certificate of Decontamination 

Please complete this certificate and clearly attach it to your product being returned. 

ALS respects the health and safety of its employees and request that any product which is returned to ALS or 

serviced on site must be cleaned and decontaminated in the appropriate manner. This certificate, duly completed, 

must be either sent in advance (fixed to the outer packing containing the product), or handed to the service 

engineer.  

Packages will not be opened nor servicing commenced until the company or service engineer has received an 

adequate certificate. ALS reserves the right to return any product, at the customer's expense, that does not appear 

in compliance with this request. Please return the essential information below prior sending back any devices and 

thus avoid any unnecessary delay. 

Company Name:   Industry:  

Product:   Serial Number:  

RMA Number: 
   

 

 

Tick Box A if appropriate. Otherwise complete all parts of B, providing further information as requested or 

appropriate. 

A. □  This equipment has not been in contact with hazard materials (for details see below) 

B. □  This equipment has been exposed, internally or externally, to hazardous  

  materials as indicated below: 

YES NO  Methods of decontamination 

  Blood, body fluids, pathogenic gene bacteria; viruses, 

etc. 

 

  Genetic engineered organisms containing DNA from 

pathogenic bacteria, viruses, etc. 

 

  Chemicals/substances hazardous to health  

  Radioactivity  

 

We hereby certify that the product described herein has been inspected and neither contains any foreign material 

or fluids nor it is contaminated with any hazardous matter or any other material that may cause or contribute to 

any illness or personal injury of any kind. 

Title:   Name:  

Signature:   Date, Company  Stamp: 
 

 


